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WHO WROTE THE BOOK?

WHO WAS IT WRITTEN TO:

Meet James, the guy who most would have never guessed would become a
Christ follower. James or ‘Jacob’. Out of the four guys named James mentioned
in NT, there are only two real possibilities: James, the son of Zebedee, who was
an apostle and James, the brother of Jesus.

He writes to the Christian Jews who have been scattered among the nations
after Stephen is stoned in Jerusalem. (Acts 7:54-8:3)

The problem with James the apostle is that according to Acts 12:2 he was
martyred, “put to death by the sword”, at the command of King Herod. This
happened in AD 44. Since the book of James was written between 45-50AD we
are left with James the brother of Jesus.
Here is what we know about James, the brother of Jesus.

 John 7:5 “For even his own brothers did not believe in him.”
 I Cor. 15:7 “Then he (Jesus) appeared to James, then to all the apostles.”
 Acts 1:14 James was present with the apostles in the upper room in
Jerusalem. “Mary & Jesus’ brothers”.

 He assumed the role of leadership of the Jerusalem church when Peter was
imprisoned by Herod after the death of James the apostle.

 He spoke with authority in Acts 15 during the Jerusalem council.
Paul recognized him as the head of the church in Acts 21:18-19 when he
visited Jerusalem and brought greetings and a special “love offering” to
‘James’ from the Gentiles.
So you have a snapshot of a guy who came from no faith in Jesus to faith that
helped change the early church and the world. This guy knows what it is like to
have a maturing faith. A faith that has been longsuffering, a faith that has
persevered. A faith that witnessed James the son of Zebedee martyred by the
sword and a faith that saw Peter tossed into prison. A faith that has overcome.
A faith that has endured and a faith that in the end, if tradition holds true, is
what took him to his final death.
Tradition has said that the Pharisees hated his testimony about Christ so much
that they threw him from the temple and then beat him to death with clubs.
Tradition also says that he prayed for his murderers as did Jesus, “Father forgive
them, for they know not what they do.”
When James speaks of wisdom, I listen because it was he who heard the issues
debated in Jerusalem and then carefully drew conclusions. When James speaks
about how our tongue can get us in trouble I think about his regrets as to what
he must’ve said to Jesus early on. When he speaks of faith in action, I listen
because it was he who stood up for his faith and put his life on the line.

WHY WAS IT WRITTEN?
“As you read the Epistle of James, you discover that these Jewish Christians
were having some problems in their personal lives and in their church
fellowship. For one thing, they were going through difficult testings. They
were also facing temptations to sin. Some of the believers were catering to
the rich. Church members were competing for offices in the church,
particularly teaching offices.
One of the major problems in church was a failure on the part of many to live
what they professed to believe. Furthermore, the tongue was a serious
problem, even to the point of creating wars and divisions in the assembly.
Worldliness was another problem. Some of the members were disobeying
God’s Word and were sick physically because of it; and some were straying
away from the Lord and the church.”
Warren Wiersbe, “Be Mature” – Commentary on James

IN OUR JOURNEY WE WILL BE LOOKING AT
SOME OF THESE RELEVANT TOPICS:
Finding Joy in trials
Perseverance
Pride and human prejudices
Handling temptation
The enticement of sin
Faith vs. works
Favoritism
The power of our tongue
Earthly and heavenly wisdom
The cause of quarrels and fights amongst people
The reality of resisting Satan
The oppression of the poor
Enduring suffering
Healing
Confession

Week #1—Perseverance
James 1:1-18—Suzette Parker
BIG IDEA
Life is hard and temptations are real, but pushing through our desire to give
up and give in is what it takes to receive God’s richest blessings.

COMMENTARY
Let’s Back Into James Chapter 1
Understanding the WHY helps us understand the beginning of the chapter
where we find out that life is going to be rough! We will all endure suffering
(v.2) and we will all be tempted to sin (v.13). Ugh.
WHY? Because God wants the best for us! He is the giver of all good gifts
(v.17) and wants to make us perfect and complete, not lacking anything (v.4).
We are His “first fruits” or in other words, the cream of the crop and He
lavishes love on us (v.18).
So Why The Hardships?
Faith is a requirement for Christians. It’s not optional! It can be as small as a
mustard seed (Matt. 17:20) but growth, or transformation, is also a
requirement. Committing ourselves to the process of transformation is how
we know God’s will for us. (Rom. 12:2)
Trials & Temptation Test Our Faith
Testing is what causes growth. Just like exercise, we don’t get stronger unless
we increase the weight burden – it’s hard, but growth occurs and pretty soon
we can lift an even heavier burden.
Scripture tells us temptation is either from Satan or our fleshly desires and
that God does not tempt us. Here, the temptation is from our flesh (v.13-14).
No child hopes to have problems – it is not part of our human nature. So when
we have them, we don’t like it! We think we’d be happier if life was always
easy, fun, exciting etc… In our effort to get what we want, we are tempted to
sin. Sin is an attempt to make life better.
To help us understand, God tells us to ask for wisdom and points out that He
doles it out ‘generously to all, without finding fault’, if we ask in true faith.
(v.5) It’s important to understand that there is no discrimination on who gets
wisdom!
Joy In Trials
When we understand God’s purpose, we are able to have joy in the midst of
trials. We can’t be giddy in the midst of rough stuff anymore than an athlete

can be when pushing through their next level. Athletes grimace in pain. But
they willingly, with a smile on their face, approach the bench, then go
through the pain and ultimately get what they came for – more strength.
As Christians, we want our faith to increase, not to mention the other
wonderful things God promises. Wisdom gives us the advantage of knowing
God’s heart and realizing that He is FOR us. When we fully trust that truth,
trials can be welcomed rather than feared and like the athlete, we find joy,
knowing the outcome will be good.

RESPONSE
Unfortunately, I can’t say I’ve been great about embracing trials, but I have
had a few victories. The first one changed the course of my life more than any
other.
James has been my favorite book since I was a teenager. It helped me get
through a move, from British Columbia to Kirkland, WA in the middle of my
9th grade year. I remember overhearing adults talking to my folks about how
the move would affect us kids. They warned them about how hard transitions
are and to expect us to be angry, rebellious, etc..

I was scared! I had been very, very, very shy and insecure, but I decided to
put James 1 into action. I saw how much more fun life was for the people
who embraced life and for people who didn’t care so much about what
others thought. I approached my new peers with a confidence I chose, but
certainly did NOT feel! Between James 1, and of course Marsha on the Brady
Bunch, I knew I could be a different person. It was so hard, and so scary, but
every day, I’d walk with my head high and shoulders back and smiled at
everyone. I was so shy and conversation was difficult, so I just asked
questions. It worked like a charm. I was even nominated for homecoming
princess the next semester! Whaaaat??? Me??? I was totally shocked. What
more could a 9th grade girl want? :)

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Walk through the progression of sin that James explains in 1:13-15.
2. Read the Big Idea. What makes you want to give up or give in?
3. How does, or how will, understanding God’s purpose help you persevere
through trials?
4. What are some ways you’ve seen verse four playing out in your life?
5. How has your faith been strengthened by trials?

Week #2—Just Do It!
James 1:19-27—Zac Price
BIG IDEA

RESPONSE

Receive the Implanted Word that Lives Inside You, Humbly.

When it comes to receiving the word daily, I don't always do this. My
excuses are that I have two young kids, a job, a wife, family to be with,
friendships to invest in, etc. The truth is that I go on social media, my
phone, Netflix, Disney +, and a multitude of other things that distract
me from receiving the word. I put the word of God on the backburner
multiple times a week without even thinking about it.

COMMENTARY
James is making it clear that we, as Christ followers, have the word
implanted in us, but we still must receive the word with a humble
heart. How do we have something already in us, yet we still need to
receive? James is saying that we can’t stop at the implanting, that we
must pursue the receiving portion of the word. What does that look
like? We need oxygen to survive, yes? No one says, “I have oxygen,
but I don't need to breathe.” That would be ridiculous. Scripture says
our souls depend on the word of God being deeply planted within us;
but it also depends on our choice to receive it. The word of God is our
oxygen. If we don't use it, depend on it, love it, memorize it,
approach it humbly then our souls will suffocate. If we don’t
receive, then we are fools.
James moves on to the analogy of a mirror. James tells us that when
we don’t apply the word of God to our lives, we are like a man who
looks at himself in the mirror and then walks away forgetting what he
looks like. We must be doers of the word when we actively receive it.
Verse 22 of this chapter is the crux of the passage. We as readers of
the word of God must be doers of the word. We are called to do what
it says, “You have not really listened to the Word if you have not
obeyed the Word.”
David Platt writes, “If all we do as Christians is listen to the Word when
we come together for corporate worship, then we are like this fool in
James 1:23-24. We Listen and leave, and then by lunch, or perhaps by
dinner it’s all gone.” (Pg. 20, Christ Centered Exposition). James is also
taking parts of Psalm 1:2-3 which reads, “but his delight is in the law of
the LORD and in his law, he meditates day and night. He is like a tree
planted by streams of water that yields its fruit in its season, and its
leaf does not wither. In all that he does, he prospers.”
We as Christ followers need to meditate day and night in the word.
James is saying that once we do this, daily, we need to apply it and live
it out.

John Piper has a sermon about receiving the word with
meekness (humility) and how we need to approach God’s word every
single day. Not just once a week, or a couple times a week, but every
day. It's like oxygen, if we don't breathe every day we die. If we don't
read His word every day, we spiritually die. Piper says, “Scripture is our
oxygen, when you don't read it, it's like holding your breath.” How long
can you hold your breath? Think you can do it for a while and still do
life okay? We need scripture daily or our souls die. This is something
that I do not take seriously enough. We can only be doers of the word
as long as we are hearers. So, let us hear the word by meditating,
reading and memorizing and then from there we do what it
commands.

PRAYER
Whether you are reading this alone or as a community group, pray this
out: “Dear Jesus, teach me. I trust you. I need you to help me. I need
you. Incline my heart to love your word, satisfy my soul with your
glory. I bow before your word. Put on my heart: to receive your word
every day so that I can love you more and more for all of my days.
Amen.”

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. How do we have something already in us (The Word of God), yet
we still need to receive?
2. Who in your life challenges you to meditate on the Bible?
3. How does James 1:25 and Psalm 1:2 work together?

Week #3—Favoritism vs. Sin
James 2:1-13—Linda Gall
Judging according to outward appearance and the resulting behavior is a
violation of the law of love. Jesus summarized the whole law when he said
to love God and love your neighbor. Showing favoritism does neither.

Proper discernment creates other questions in our minds.
 What is God showing me about this person?
 What level of involvement is He directing me to have with this person?
 What does this person need from me?
 What is God’s ministry to her or him through me?

COMMENTARY

RESPONSE

BIG IDEA

James warns his church to keep themselves from being polluted by the world
by not taking on it’s mindset. The mindset of the world is to use others for
personal gain. The kingdom of heaven is about giving ourselves to love
others.
One way they were showing a worldly view was by showing favoritism to the
wealthy and demeaning the poor. They were seeking the praises of
men. Allowing pride to replace humility and choosing love of self over love of
God and their neighbor.
Any kind of discrimination violates the law of love. When Jesus was asked “who
is my neighbor?” he told the story of the good Samaritan. In using a Samaritan
as the good guy in the story he was not only teaching that everyone is our
neighbor but also opposing the Jew’s discrimination against the Samaritans.
In the scriptures we are instructed to love the body of Christ, to love our
neighbors and to love our enemies. That pretty much takes care of
everyone. Everyone, regardless of status, race, religion, politics, intelligence,
outward beauty, etc.
There are other ways that we “discriminate among ourselves and become
judges with evil thoughts”. Studies indicate that in the first 2 seconds of
contact with someone we are making judgements about them. The natural
mind is subconsciously asking questions. Am I uncomfortable with this person?
Will having a favorable relationship with this person create a better view of
myself in my own eyes, in the eyes of others? Can I gain financially by a
relationship with this person? Such questions come from the mind of the flesh.
When we elevate people based on certain criteria, we also mistreat those who
do not meet the criteria. It is not loving our neighbor as ourselves. It is serving
ourselves, loving ourselves more than God. It is idolatry.
James is not telling us to throw out all judgement and close our eyes to the
truth about someone. We are to judge righteously, according to spiritual
discernment. (see John 7:24, 1 Cor. 7:10-14)

Favoritism can range from overt cruelty to being so subtle we miss it. Even
unconscious bias will fester like a small amount of yeast, polluting our hearts
and our character. There is a lot of emphasis right now on
racial discrimination. This is just one of the ways that we can sinfully judge and
fail to love. We need to ask God to show us where we are doing this and
respond.
Respond by:
 Making the choice to confront the favoritism, repent when we see it.
 Earnestly seeking God to change our hearts, to change our questions.
 Loving everyone in the ways we are prompted. As we love from the heart
God will prompt us to demonstrate this in different ways.
We all need love that comes from grace. How do I regard others in my heart,
with judgement or grace? We all need love and mercy. As a child of
the Most High I receive both beyond my understanding. To withhold it from
another is to deny the gift of the cross and invites judgement on
myself. Matthew 18:23-35
If we refuse to extend mercy as we have received it James tells us we will receive
the judgement that is due us. Regardless of what we call ourselves, regardless of
how we choose to see ourselves. Do I consider myself a Christian and
yet allow favoritism? I am deceiving myself. I am rejecting the law of love and
mercy that gives freedom - and reaping judgement.
On the cross the mercy of God won when Jesus took the judgement that we
deserve. Every time we truly forgive, every thought and act of love is a
celebration of mercy. It is worship, praising God for His mercy and passing it
along.

DISCUSSION QUESTION
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are different ways that we show favoritism?
Would you want your biases directed at you?
Will you seek God about any personal biases and share next week?
How can we, as a community of believers, improve in this area corporately?

Week #4—Dead Faith
James 2:14-26—RoseMerle Spunder
BIG IDEA
What you do is a reflection of what you believe. Genuine saving faith results
in good actions according to Jesus’ teachings.

COMMENTARY
The second half of James Chapter 2 gives us wonderful examples of what
faith is and is not, along with flesh and blood participants showing how their
faith was played out and was counted to them for righteousness. In James
2:14-19, we find James having a discussion with an imaginary person who
claims to have faith but doesn’t feel he needs any works to back that faith
up. James promptly replies that “faith without works is dead”. James is
saying that a dead faith isn’t real, it can not save you and actually it does not
really exist. So how can we know if someone has saving faith? James says to
check out that person’s works or fruit; because genuine faith produces fruit.
This is the same thing that Jesus is talking about on the Sermon on the
Mount. “You will recognize them by their fruit” (Matthew 7:16-20)
It’s important to remember that James is not saying that our works are what
get us saved but that saving faith is a gift from God and it’s nothing that we
can manufacture through our works by ourselves. (James 1:17-18,21;2:5)
When we have true saving faith our good deeds, our acts of mercy, our
works become an outpouring of that salvation, they become our good fruit.
In verses 18 and 19, James gives us a clear picture of three things about
faith:
1. Faith is not mere mental assent, “the demons also believe.”
2. Faith is not simply an emotional response, “the demons shudder.”
3. Faith involves willful obedience. Faith acts on the Word.

Verses 20–26 brings us wonderful, biblical, examples of how living faith
comes together with works. In fact, in verse 22 James talks about Abraham’s
actions cooperating with his faith when he offered Isaac on the altar. The
Greek word here is sunergeo, to work together (we get synergy).
So, Abraham’s faith was cooperating with his actions. God pronounced
Abraham righteous the moment he believed (Gen. 15:4-6) but by this
demonstration of later obedience Abraham demonstrated the reality of his
righteousness.
Finally we come to Rahab, an unlikely example of faith. She believed and
acted on her beliefs. Her actions confirmed her faith.

RESPONSE
So then how does a rich, vibrant living faith play out in our lives?
Turning to our body of believers at ECF; I have looked for examples.
Our community is alive with participants in many good works. First, is
the support of so many ministries both financially and physically.
Foreign missions is a good place to start; we have supported and
prayed for various missions on several different continents. Many of
our members have gone out on the field for various trips where they
have experienced giving the love of Christ out freely. At-home missions
play a vibrant role also, supporting homeless teens in Seattle and
championing life for the unborn are just two to name a few.
All the numerous volunteers that participate in making ECF run
smoothly and efficiently are wonderful examples of love and sacrifice.
Some include: our children’s ministry, worship teams, set-up and take
down teams, individuals that help Sunday worship run smoothly, along
with those who open their homes to community groups. I also wanted
to mention those who provide meals and visit when needed and set up
celebrations for different showers and events.
I know that I have not mentioned all so please forgive me if what you
do was not spoken of. I have put all this here simply as an example of
the good works that we can all participate in. Living a vibrant walk with
the Lord is exemplified by our many good actions. Seek the Lord’s face
for all the good jobs that He has planned for you to accomplish - and
continue to be made into that masterpiece that He is working on.
(Ephesians 2:10)

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. How would you explain the difference between dead faith and
living faith?
2. Have you ever struggled with wanting to please God with your
works versus doing those works from an outpouring of love
for God? How were you able to overcome a situation like this?
3. What counsel would you give a friend who believes the teachings
of scripture but has no spiritual fruit? How would you define
‘spiritual fruit”?
4. As you look at your own life and have grown in faith how has that
affected your works?
5. Why do you think James chose Rahab as an example of faith in this
passage?

Week #5—Tongues on Fire
James 3:1-13 + 4:11-12—Kasra Soltani
BIG IDEA
It is much easier to tear down, than to build up.

COMMENTARY
The inner character is the focus of the first 12 verses of James chapter 3. He
begins with what seems to be a warning, not of danger, but of utmost
seriousness. James holds very highly the role of a teacher and supports his
point with the emphasis on not just higher accountability, but of a higher dose
of judgment from the father. He even further delineates this role from natural
or spiritual ability, with the sole “qualification” being the inner character and
outward living. In other words, don’t take it lightly without considering the
cost. Even with the bar set this high, he does state the inevitability of teachers
stumbling. And all the possible ways teachers can stumble (especially in
“word”).
He then shifts to the root of the problem and one of the main sources of
stumbling, the tongue. With his several visual references to objects we can all
relate to and envision, James begins to paint the picture of the consequences
of the destruction that can be caused when small objects are not controlled
and used as they were intended. He then fully acknowledges the difficulties of
taming the tongue; in fact, it’s impossible, highlighting the need we have for
God, because nothing is impossible for Him.
James finally gets to the point of the contradictory life that we are all in
danger of living, as a result of our untamed tongues. With a series of sharp
contrasts, he again paints the picture of how both cannot co-exist (vs. 9). Then
in chapter 4:11-12 James revisits the possible destructiveness of the tongue by
giving the directive not to slander one another and by pointing out how we
often use our tongue as a tool of judgment. Another basic problem of the
untamed tongue which results: showing contempt for God and His role/
character. God is supreme and we have no business making judgment on
others that is exclusively reserved for Him.

RESPONSE
“Oh man, why did I get assigned to this passage?” was my first thought. Then
the thought that immediately followed was, “because you need it.” Which is
very true. The summer of my senior year in high school, I was on a boat ride
with my friend Chance. We were struggling with the various aspects of
boating, (getting the outboard motor to start as we drifted from the dock, not

finding oars, etc.) which lead to me dropping more than a few unpleasant
words. Chance (not being a believer at the time) finally turned to me and
said, “Kaz, don’t you go to church?”
My heart completely sank in that moment. The reality of my witness (or the
lack thereof) smashed right into my face. I wish that was the last time I let my
tongue be used to destroy, but it was a pivotal one nonetheless. The tongue,
being one of our smallest muscle/organ, for the believer is the most difficult
one to align with our faith and scriptural instructions.
Why? Well, easy answer: sin. Our default is to curse in anger, slander and
judge in jealousy, mislead with our own wisdom, divide instead of unite, and
spread bitterness instead of sweetness. Ultimately, as a Christ follower, like
with every aspect of my life - I must yield to my Father for the strength,
wisdom and a change in heart that manifests in action. For no man can tame
the tongue, but nothing is impossible for our God!

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. How would you define who a teacher is?
2. In verse 3:2 James says, “If anyone makes no mistakes in what he says,
he is a perfect man.” Is anyone a perfect man? If not, what is James
saying here?
3. Why does he emphasize the negative example of the fire more than the
positive example of the horse’s bit or a ship’s rudder?
4. Can you share a time when your words were in direct contrast to your
faith?
5. Is the old phrase, “sticks and stones may break my bones, but words can
never hurt me,” true? Why or why not?
6. Define what kind of judgment James is addressing in 4:11-12.

Week #6—Dependable Wisdom
James 3:13-18—Steve Starck
BIG IDEA
Often, we feel that something is wise because it sounds good, it matches
what we understand from other portions of scripture, and it fits with what
others are saying and doing. James tells us the true test of Godly wisdom.
It is based on our motivations and has a specific outcome.

COMMENTARY
James continues on after discussing the need for a pure source for
our tongues, to discussing two types of wisdom.
Earthly wisdom begins with selfish ambition and jealousy in our hearts (v14),
and the end result is disorder and every vile practice (v16). This can be true
even when the words that are spoken line up with scripture. When we are
focused on promoting ourselves and our “brand,” our “wisdom” is demonic
(v15) and in the end it cannot produce an outcome that God desires.
Contrast earthly wisdom with Godly wisdom, which is described
as pure, peace loving, gentle at all times, willing to yield to others, full of
mercy and the fruit of good deeds, showing no favoritism and is always
sincere (v17 NLT). James tells us that peacemakers sow in peace and reap a
harvest of peace and righteousness (v18 NLT). That is an outcome that God
desires.
In the workplace we use outcome-based performance measures where
success is measured not by completing a task, but by achieving a specific
desired result. James is applying similar thinking to wisdom - he wants us to
achieve a specific outcome and to achieve that outcome we have to look at
how we go about it.

The hard truth is that when we are filled with ambition and jealousy we end
up comparing ourselves with others and start looking for ways to show
ourselves as better or more important than them, which is exactly what Paul
tells us not to do in Philippians 2:3-4. Our selfish ambition and
jealousy actually end up blocking Godly wisdom, which is what we
really (ought to) desire. Rather than boasting of/in our own wisdom (v14),
we instead need to repent of our wrong motivations and allow the right kind
of wisdom to flow through us to others. When we let this Godly wisdom flow
through us it will show in our work and in the gentleness and
humility that only true wisdom can bring (v13)

RESPONSE
True confession time: I suffer from impostor syndrome. Despite having been
in software engineering for over four decades, to this day I
sometimes struggle with the fact that I don’t have a degree like everyone I
work with and I often struggle with feelings of being a fraud,
despite any success I’ve been blessed with. I forget that I have been called a
“friend of God” and that when we talk, he calls me son and tells me that he
loves me. Instead, I get caught up in wanting recognition from my
peers. When someone is promoted ahead of me, I sometimes struggle with
jealousy because I feel I deserved it more than they did.
All that selfish ambition and jealousy built up inside of me causes me to want
to look good so I can be recognized. With my work and life experience, I
often have an anecdote, a scripture, or a “truth” to share. When faced with
a task, (e.g. writing a collaboration on James) I want to do it perfect or not at
all because I want the recognition that comes from it and I don’t like to
look worse than others.
But that motivation really isn’t in line with Godly wisdom,
and while I may feel validated, at times it creates problems. I have to start
re-examining what I share and when I share it. More than that, I need to
confess my selfish ambition when I recognize it and turn from it,
remembering the outcome I really want.
If I don’t, I shouldn’t expect a harvest of righteousness to magically appear.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. How might we discover that our wisdom is earthly? How do you respond
when you discover your wisdom is earthly and not Godly?
2. What selfish ambitions or jealousies might you need to confess and
repent from?
3. How have you seen your wisdom play out when you have shared it?
4. Can you share an example of how godly wisdom has produced a harvest
of righteousness (v18 NLT)?

Week #7—A Divided Heart
James 4:1-10—Sam Morris
BIG IDEA
Our friendship with the world is hostility towards God...but God gives grace to
the humble.

COMMENTARY
Wow, James isn’t pulling any punches here is he? “You desire and you do not
have; you murder and envy and you cannot obtain; you quarrel and fight.” Like
Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount (“But I say to you that anyone who is angry
with a brother will be subjected to judgment.”), James takes a very dim view
on strife in the family of believers.
But hatred and strife are just the symptom, the root cause is tied to the
passions that wage war within us (v.1). Follow this thread summarizing verses
2 and 3…
“If we fight, it’s because we don’t have...which is because we don’t ask...which
is because we’re not getting what we want when we do ask...and we don’t get
what we do ask for because we’re really asking for worldly things (“passions”)
that go against God’s will for us…Which is why we don’t have, which is why we
fight…A vicious cycle.”
That’s where James hits us with a painful truth, ”Adulterers, do you not know
that friendship with the world means hostility toward God?”(v.4) Donald
Burdick in the James volume of The Expositor’s Bible Commentary puts it this
way, “Verse 4…indicates that the believer who is a friend of the world is guilty
of spiritual adultery.” (p.194)
God jealously desires that His spirit dwell in us (v.5), and He simply can’t abide
our turning towards worldly-inspired desires. It adulterates the purity of our
relationship with Him. It is spiritual unfaithfulness. “Whoever desires to be the
world’s friend makes himself God’s enemy.”(v.4)

RESPONSE
And then James pivots, and it’s from here that we can take our application
from this passage:
“But he gives greater graces…God opposes the proud, but he gives
grace to the humble.”(v.6)
Again, quoting Burdick, “God has set a high standard for wholehearted love
and devotion on the part of his people, but he gives grace that is greater than
the rigorous demand that he has made.”

So often we find ourselves falling short of this high standard, having willfully
engaged with the selfish passions that the world we live in every day so
heartily encourages. We find ourselves hiding from God like Adam and Eve in
the garden, prayerless and waiting for the guilt to wear off a little. Then we
ask for forgiveness only to mess up again a little while later. We crave grace…
grace for forgiveness, grace for restoration, grace to resist the world.
How does James encourage us to connect with God’s greater grace?

First, he points us to the proper attitude, and then drives home some
practical actions. But it starts and ends (literally in v.6 and then in v.10) with
an attitude of humility. “Humble yourselves before the Lord and he will exalt
you.” (v.10)
Then he delivers a list of actions for us to take:
 Submit to God (requires humility and trust).
 Resist the Devil (he will flee from you).
 Draw near to God (He will draw near to you).
 Cleanse your hands and make your hearts pure (close off those worldly
sources that strengthen your desires…James 1:14).
 Grieve, mourn, weep…seriously reflect on how it must feel for God to see
your conscious decision to choose the world’s passions over His love for
you.
Are you stuck in a sin cycle? Are you convicted by James calling out your
friendship with the world? Have you felt for the pulse of your love for God
and sensed it still there, however faint? Are you tired of having your heart
divided between the world and God?
God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble. God’s grace is
stronger than our conflict. Consciously turn to Him, and turn away
wholeheartedly from the world, and you will see His grace at work in your
life.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. How do you humble yourself before the Lord?
2. Can you relate to the vicious cycle of the war within (vs.1-2) as explained
above?
3. What does resisting the Devil look like? Is it only at the point of
temptation? When else?
4. What things do you do to draw near to God?
5. What goes into making your heart pure?

Week #8—Redeeming Rotting Wealth
James 4:13-5:6—Greg Stanislaw
BIG IDEA

RESPONSE

The wealthy can be tempted by sins that are unique to their standing and
resources.

Who is rich? We can always find someone who has more than us so we
tend to think of them as rich and ourselves as of modest means. In 2019,
one third of the world’s wealth resided in the United States according to
Credit Suisse’s 2019 Global Wealth Report. According to the BBC, almost a
third of the world subsists on less than the equivalent of $2 a day. We are
rich compared to the vast majority of the world.

COMMENTARY
Being rich is not a sin. If you inherit a large amount of money you aren’t
suddenly a sinner, but the wealthy can be tempted to sin in ways that others
without wealth cannot. James highlights five areas in which wealth can lead to
sin.
Because the wealthy don’t have to worry about where their meals will come
from or where they will sleep, they have the luxury of planning for
tomorrow (James 4:13-17). When this planning doesn’t involve asking God for
guidance, it becomes a sin. Planning for the future as if you have control of it,
denies God’s sovereignty over future events.
When wealth is saved only for the sake of saving, it becomes hoarding and
it is a sin because the wealth could have been put to work helping God’s people
or furthering God’s will. Several examples of hoarded wealth are described by
James in verses 5:2-3. He describes “corrupted” wealth which could be rotten
grain or rancid olive oil because at that time wealth was often measured in
commodities. He also mentions moth-eaten clothes which implies under-use
due to quantity. These and others are examples of wealth being kept until their
value is gone or lessened. They could have been used to help others, but
instead they were simply kept.
Gaining wealth through dishonest means is a sin. Verse 5:4 condemns the
wealthy for holding back wages from laborers. It also says that those laborers
suffered because of the unfair practices and the Lord heard their cries for
justice.
James declares that living an indulgent lifestyle is a sin (James 5:5). He likens
living in luxury in the last days to cattle eating and fattening themselves right up
to the time they are slaughtered. Once again the wealth and resources are
hoarded by a few rather than being shared among the many.
Mistreating the innocent is a sin (James 5:6). The wealthy often have many
people who work for them either directly or occasionally. As neighbors and
fellow children of God, these people are to be treated the way we would want
to be treated or as we would treat ourselves.

Tithing and giving to the church and other charities has been discussed in
the past, and our church often responds to calls of need with enthusiasm.
But, how do we relate to James’ charge against gaining wealth through
dishonest means and mistreatment of the innocent? Even if we don’t pay
people their wages directly, we pay people for their services or we interact
with people as we receive services. Are we compensating people for their
services the way we would want to be compensated? Are we reacting to
mistakes the way we would want to be treated when we make an honest
mistake? Do we know that the things that we buy aren’t produced by
children? Do we speak up when others are oppressed even if in the end
your clothes or your groceries will cost more?
Live like God is planning your life, like your money and belongings are
borrowed from Him, like you work for those who serve you, and like the
pain of the innocent is your pain.

DISCUSSION QUESIONS
1. How do we plan without denying God’s sovereignty? How do we react
when God interrupts our plans?
2. How much is too much stuff?
3. Do you know who made your clothes? Do a Google search of one of the
brands you are wearing and try to determine where it is made and if
they are made in humane conditions. How important to you is the
answer?
4. Where does materialism show up in your life?
5. Ignoring the pain of the innocent would be a sin of omission. Why are
sins of omission (sin due to inaction) easier to ignore than sins of
commission (sin due to action)?

Week #9—Suffering Patiently
James 5:7-12—Karen Cacanindin
BIG IDEA
Be patient in suffering.

COMMENTARY
In this portion of the letter there are three examples of patience.
The first part looks at patience like the farmer (5:7). The farmer is truly at the
mercy of the Lord. Too much rain, crops rot. Too little causes drought, and
frost kills. And while we wait patiently, there is opportunity for temptation
and sin. This is shown to be true in the grumbling that was occurring amongst
the saints. They were urged to resist. This is a perfect example of trusting God
in what we cannot control but honoring Him with what we can control.
Second, we are to be patient like the prophets (5:10). They were persecuted
yet stood boldly and spoke the truth in the Lord. We will glorify the Lord when
we speak of His mercy, and goodness, and take every opportunity to uplift Him
in our time of trial.
And third, James likens patience to the perseverance of Job (5:11). Our
Long-suffering is a gift from the Lord. He allowed Job to suffer, and through
that we can see how to be patient and have hope in the unfathomable mercy
and grace of God. (See Job 42:9-17)
And then, without segue, James mentions not swearing an oath of any kind
(Mt 5:34-37). Though the swearing of oaths in the Old Testament was
commonplace, it was also a constant problem then. As a Christian, we are to
speak in full truth so as not to need the emphasis or validation of our words
with an oath. Hence, James directs his readers and us to let our yes, be yes
and no, be no. This keeps our witness true to others.

RESPONSE
This passage has helped me see how God is growing my faith and trust
through adversity. Little did I know how my faith would be tested.
I lost my mother to cancer in 5 months from diagnosis, then 15 months later,
my newly married sister was hit by a car and killed while crossing the street at
age 35. This news came to us in late November and then ten days later my
husband was diagnosed with stage 4 Prostate cancer. He died 15 months later
in February of 1994. Three years later my son was diagnosed at the age of 17

with Paranoid Schizophrenia with a major drug addiction. Working through
this he had several suicide attempts, one of which I found him unconscious
in his room. Things grew progressively worse with this insidious disease.
With each psychotic break, his normal was never quite up to the level he
was prior to the break. He eventually was living on the streets in Seattle, in
and out of jail, with admissions to the state mental hospital. It would be
months at a time before I would hear from him. Not knowing if he was alive,
or dead in some alley.
This whole situation was obviously devastating. I fell into a deep depression
and didn’t see how I could handle this anymore. I felt I had no control,
which I came to realize later as a comforting truth.
The Lord led me to ECF and my trust and healing journey began. I learned
each trial was like a brick in my ‘wall of faith’. And with the faith these trials
cultivated, I was able to persevere through more and more; and the
strength of my ‘wall’ increased. God’s immense peace came on me when I
submitted to—and understood that—my God’s love, wisdom, and plans for
me and my son were so far above anything I could ask or imagine.
So, I walk in the Lord, knowing confidently that whatever happens, I am His,
and I will be strengthened and refined to the end.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Can you remember a time where you had to wait like a farmer? What
was the outcome?
2. How can our hearts be strengthened by patience (v8)?
3. How has your ‘wall of faith’ been fortified?
4. What are the various causes of suffering and how do those causes affect
how we approach suffering?

Week #10—Prayer, Confession & Restoration
James 5:13-20—Tom Osborn
BIG IDEA
Effective, fervent prayer of righteous believers causes great things to happen
in heaven and on earth. Sin is forgiven, sickness is healed, praise and rejoicing
become abundant. The lost are restored to the fellowship of believers.

COMMENTARY
As we come to the end of this letter, James makes another practical
suggestion concerning how the believer should relate to suffering. His counsel
is simple and clear, “Is anyone among you suffering? Let him pray.” Prayer is
appropriate for every situation of life and it is certainly appropriate for times
of suffering and affliction. Our human tendency is to pray in terms of
“why?” James’ instruction is for us to pray “what?”, as in “what do You want
me to learn from this trial?” As far as I can tell, this is the only passage in the
New Testament which gives such direct advice concerning the ministry of
healing within the church. The process James outlines is that the sick should
pray, call for the elders, confess any known sin, and then believe God for the
healing that is desired. This is not a teaching about the spiritual gift of healing
described in I Corinthians 12, rather it is a reminder that healing is the
children’s bread—the right of every believer to ask of God.
Notice how clearly this teaching corresponds to that of chapter 4, verses 1–
3? We often do not have because we do not ask or because we ask with the
wrong motives (4:2–3). Here, the promise is clear; if we ask according to the
will of God (1 John 5:14), “The prayer of faith will save the sick, and the Lord
will raise him up” (v. 15). The passage, and the letter, ends with an emphasis
on restoring a brother or sister who has lost their way and has backslidden
from their faith. It is clear that James is addressing situations that existed in
the church he was writing to, but the teaching is vitally relevant to us today.
When we find a fellow believer in danger of losing their faith, we must do all
we can under the direction of the Holy Spirit to restore them to a vital, active,
biblically sound faith. James says if we are successful, we “will save that
person’s soul from death and will cover a multitude of sins.”

RESPONSE
The inference of this text is that those who remain right with God and His
word will remain healthy so they can live life more fully. This doesn’t mean
that the believer never gets sick—and certainly it doesn’t mean they never
die. What I believe James is teaching is that the Christian who lives life in
deep, authentic community before Christ, the Bible, and His church, will find

that his life will be one of victory and joy that will lead to consistent
praise and genuine worship. It seems to me that this is the direct result of
effective, fervent prayer and James promises that type of prayer causes
great things to happen.
There have been many times in my life as a Pastor and church Elder when
I have been called to pray for the sick and anoint with oil. On a few of
those occasions I have personally witnessed the miraculous healing of
God in someone’s body. There have been other times when God has
chosen to call that person home with Him in Heaven. The honest truth is
that I haven’t always understood why healing comes in some cases and
not in others. What I have come to believe is that healing is the right of
every believer to pray for—but ultimately, healing belongs to God. Our
task is to always pray in faith and then to respond to what we see God do
in any given situation. I’m never going to stop praying and believing.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Read 1 John 1:8–10. What do these verses teach about sin and
confession?
2. How can you see sickness ultimately helping you to glorify God?
3. What is your response to the section on confessing sin? Is there
someone to whom you need to confess?
4. What is your attitude toward the wandering brother? Do you criticize
and gossip, or do you seek to restore him in love?
5. Do you know a believer who has backslidden? What can you do to
help this person get back to where he or she needs to be?
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